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Introduction.

“History” is all about “stories.” One of Montana’s most interesting stories concerns how
many of its newspapers were used to further their owners’ personal, business and political agendas,
rather than serving as impartial reporters, critics and editorialists. That story is also important
because of both the papers’ importance as Montana’s primary communications media, and the
effects of their common ownership and control on the state’s general  history and development. 

Such acquisitions still occur. For example, Sherman Adelson’s family recently purchased
the largest Nevada paper, the Las Vegas Review-Journal, for $140 million, a premium price. There’s
speculation the family did so to influence the 2016 presidential election in Nevada, an important
early swing state. The Adelson family also spent about $90 million in the 2012 campaign, more than
any other donor. Sally Ho and Kimberly Pierceall, Adelson family confirms purchase of Las Vegas
paper, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, Dec. 18, 2015, p.22A.

The Montana papers’ story is told in Dennis Swibold’s Copper Chorus: Mining, Politics, and
the Montana Press, 1889-1959 (Montana Historical Society Press 2006). That book won the
Western Writers of America’s 2007 award for best work of contemporary nonfiction. My
presentation today is based primarily on it. I’ll also refer to my prior presentations concerning early
Butte history (2014), and William and Huguette Clark (2015), and to the sources referred to there.

Dennis Swibold received a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the University of Arizona
in 1979 and a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Montana in 1991. He became 
a newspaper editor and reporter in Arizona and Montana. He then served as the Bozeman Daily
Chronicle’s editor before teaching at the University of Montana journalism school in 1989. He also
worked as a copy editor for the Philadelphia Inquirer and Salt Lake Tribune. He became a
permanent member of the UM journalism school’s faculty in 1991. He is now chairman of its print
and photo department. He also is the secretary of Montana’s Innocence Project, and advises the
Montana Historical Society’s efforts to digitize the state’s historical newspapers.

Overview.

Montana’s first newspaper, The Montana Post, was published in Virginia City in 1864, the
year Montana became a territory. Montana Territory’s papers initially had strong opinions, usually
based on Republican or Democratic perspectives, but were independent. However, beginning in
1881, many papers became owned, financed or subsidized by William A. Clark, Marcus Daly or F.
Augustus Heinze to advance their respective interests during the years of their “copper feud.”

Daley died in 1900. Heinze sold his Butte mining interests in 1906. Clark sold most of his
Butte mining interests in 1910, then died in 1925. His son, William Jr., stopped publishing three
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independent newspapers in 1929. Daley’s ultimate successor, the Anaconda Company, thereafter
either owned or controlled nearly all of Montana’s daily papers for another 30 years.

Anaconda’s newspaper ownership both contributed to and resulted from its enormous, long-
term economic and political power and influence in Montana. Swibold states, “Ruthless and prag-
matic–with its interests in mining, smelting, energy and timber–the company loomed over
Montana’s political and economic consciousness.” (xiv). The only comparable case of corporate
dominion over a sovereign state was DuPont and Delaware. (xiv).

However, by the 1930s, the copper press had lost much of its fire. Constrained by avoiding
controversy and hamstrung by their lack of credibility, Anaconda’s dailies “slipped into an
ambivalent slumber arguably more dangerous in its consequences for democracy and free expression
than their thunderous crusades had ever been.” (xv).

Swibold also states that the Anaconda-owned papers’ “yawning editorial silence and news
suppression” during their final 30 years left deeper marks by “diverting Montanans’ attention from
crucial state and local issues, by failing to provide a forum for public debate–and, in doing so,
feeding a debilitating sense that the state’s problems were largely beyond its residents’ control.”
(xv). Although observant Montanans saw Anaconda’s journalism for what it was, the extent of the
company’s ownership remained secret until 1951. In Swibold’s opinion, the papers were a “kept
press–a prostitution of talent and integrity” that served neither readers’ or owners’ interests. (xv).

Swibold concludes that Anaconda’s journalism also stifled competition, muzzled reporters
and editors, and delayed efforts toward enterprise and professionalism. This “was bad for demo-
cracy, bad for journalism, and bad for the company itself.” (xv). During the late 1950s, company
officials at last acknowledged that the copper press was an “embarrassment.” (xv). Anaconda finally
sold its papers in their entirety to Lee Enterprises, Inc. in 1959, bringing that era to a close.
However, concentration of ownership in those papers still remains.

Territorial Beginnings.

The Montana Territory initially had many independent newspapers. They developed as its 
population grew. They included the territory’s first true newspaper, The Montana Post, published
in Virginia City from 1864 until the paper was moved to Helena in 1868 and eventually sold at a
sheriff’s auction in 1869; Helena’s weekly Rocky Mountain Gazette, which supported Montana
Democrats; and the Deer Lodge Independent, whose first publisher, J.H. Rogers, refused to take the
union loyalty oath at the first territorial legislature.

Montana’s territorial politics initially followed prior Civil War divisions. Republicans
generally were Unionists. Many former Confederate sympathizers became Democrats. James H.
Mills, a decorated Union officer who had edited The Montana Post in both Virginia City and Helena
from 1866 until 1869, became the editor of the New North-West, a Deer Lodge weekly, at the
request of Republicans there. Mills also held numerous territorial offices, and established and then
sold early weekly papers in Butte and Anaconda.

Helena’s Republicans were served by the Helena Herald, edited by a “fighting editor,“
Robert E. Fisk. For example, Fisk vilified the Rocky Mountain Gazette as a “copperhead snotrag”
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and a “weekly sluice-head of obscene insults, abuse and calumny.” In return, the Gazette peppered
its news columns and editorials with sneering jabs at Republican “nigger lovers” who promoted 
former slaves’ rights. The Gazette was destroyed by a fire in Helena’s business district for the 
second time in 1874. Its owners then entrusted their subscribers and Democratic vision to the newly-
established Helena Independent.

Montana’s pioneer editors included William W. Alderson of Bozeman’s Avant Courier; 
Judge Frank Woody of Missoula’s Missoulian; Robert and William Sutherlin of White Sulphur
Springs’ Rocky Mountain Husbandman, the territory’s principal agricultural paper; John B. Read
of Butte’s Inter Mountain, published as a platform for both Butte Republicans, and its owner and
publisher, Lee Mantle’s, political ambitions; Jere Collins of Fort Benton’s River Press; and Sam
Gordon of Miles City’s Yellowstone Journal, eastern Montana’s first substantial paper.

William A. Clark and Marcus Daly Enter Montana’s Newspaper Scene.

William A. Clark. James H. Mills had founded the Butte Miner in 1876 as a Republican
weekly. The paper became a daily in 1879. Mills sold it to four new investors, including  Clark’s
younger brother and principal business partner, in 1881.

Clark was born in 1839 as one of 11 children in a Pennsylvania farming family. He taught
school briefly  in Iowa and Missouri. He also attended Wesleyan University in 1860 to study classics
and law, but dropped out in 1862 to join the Colorado gold rush. He worked as a hired hand on a
small Colorado gold rush mining claim during the 1862-63 winter. He was down to his last 50 cents
when he arrived in Bannack, then part of the Idaho Territory, in 1863, after hearing of the Grass-
hopper Creek gold strike there. He then began a profitable career in merchandising and banking.

Clark came to Butte in 1872, initially as a banker and financier. He soon acquired several
mining and mineral refining interests, including copper mines, that he rapidly developed. Taking
a leave of absence from his bank, he took a cram course in geological and mineralogical studies at
Columbia University School of Mines during 1872-73. He and his professors then confirmed he had
tapped into major copper veins. By 1879, Clark’s Colorado Smelting and Mining Company opened
a smelter on Montana Street, south of Silver Bow Creek. The smelter expanded in 1881. Clark’s
mines fed ores into it. He also did custom smelting, buying ores from other miners to form the
proper fluxing mixture, and to combine and smelt them with his own ore.

Clark may have acquired the Butte Miner by financial default. However, he clearly saw its
political potential. By 1888, his money made it the territory’s preeminent Democratic voice. The
paper also gave Clark an influential voice in the debates leading to Montana’s statehood, a platform
on which to base a political machine, and a tool to promote his varied business interests.

Marcus Daly. Daly was born in County Cavan, Ireland in 1841. He came to New York as
a 15-year-old boy in 1856. He traveled to California in 1858, where he learned hard rock mining
skills. He drifted to Virginia City, Nevada in 1862, where he became a mine foreman for six years,
and also a widely recognized expert in assessing vein structures, tunneling, timbering and blasting.
He  moved to Mineral Hill, Nevada in 1868. He there met George Hearst, a later major investor. 
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In 1870, the four Walker brothers, wealthy Utah merchants, hired Daly as foreman of their
Emma silver mine in Alta, Utah. After seeing Butte ores sent to them for processing, they sent Daly
to look at the Butte mines in 1876. The Walkers and Daly then purchased several mines along the
Rainbow lode, including part of the Alice claim from Clark’s bank. The Walkers also shipped a
stamp mill to Butte, which began operating by mid-October 1876. The Alice became an outstanding
silver mine. Daly moved to Butte in 1876 to manage those operations.

 Daly sold his Alice mine interest in 1880 for a rumored $100,000, then purchased the
Anaconda mine for $30,000. Since he had disengaged from the Walkers, Daly turned to a San
Francisco-based syndicate of George Hearst, James Ben Ali Haggin and Lloyd Tevis in 1881 for
financial support in building a stamp mill and smelter to crush the Anaconda’s ore. Daly also sold
the Anaconda mine for his $30,000 purchase price in exchange for a 25 percent syndicate interest.

After discovery of a huge deposit of enriched copper sulfide ore in 1882, the Anaconda and
its related mines turned into major copper producers. The Anaconda syndicate therefore made multi-
million dollar commitments in developing large-scale concentration and smelting plants, a related
Anaconda townsite that Daly and his friend Morgan Evans personally laid out, and a railroad linking
the mines to the smelter. The smelter began operating in October 1884. 

Daly became interested in newspapers some time prior to 1889. He lacked formal education,
and his speech was described as “crude and faltering.” Yet he “devoured” newspapers, and enjoyed
the competitiveness and “irreverent banter” of newspaper men. George Hearst, a member of Daly’s
supporting San Francisco syndicate, had bought the San Francisco Examiner in 1880. Hearst then
used that paper to promote his election to the U.S. Senate in 1887.

By the winter of 1888-89, Daly had begun to build a political machine to locate key govern-
ment institutions, and to elect congressmen, legislators, judges and local officials with the power
to tax or regulate industrial holdings. He also was planning to have Montana’s permanent state
capitol located in Anaconda. He therefore needed a daily paper based in Anaconda to nurture the
Anaconda syndicate’s growing string of supporting enterprises, including lumber mills, coal mines,
railroads and mercantile stores.

In early 1889, Daly contacted John Durston, a former university professor and owner of the
Syracuse Standard, to run his proposed paper. Durston also was involved in upstate New York
Republican political circles. He sold his newspaper interest and moved to Montana in 1888. He
established the Gold Flint Mine, near Homestake, that proved disappointing. He caught Daly’s
attention based on an article he had written on Montana politics for the Anaconda Weekly Review.

Durston was concerned that Anaconda’s population of less than 4,000 couldn’t support a
metropolitan-stye daily, and that Daly would eventually find the paper “an intolerable white
elephant.” However, Daly assured Durston that he was going to have an Anaconda daily, with or
without him. Durston therefore accepted the job. The first issue of the Anaconda Standard was
published on a $10,000 press on September 4, 1889, a month before the special election on the
territory’s freshly drafted constitution and two months before statehood. It ranked among Montana’s
best papers from the beginning. It later earned a reputation as one of the West’s finest papers.
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Durston also hired two of his former proteges from the Syracuse Standard. Wally Walsworth
established the Anaconda Standard’s Butte bureau offices, and supervised the paper’s network of
state and regional correspondents. Charles Eggleston served as Durston’s chief deputy, gathering
and editing local news, and contributing poems and clever “paragraphs” to Durston’s “thunderous”
editorial page. Although the Anaconda Standard’s initial editorial proclaimed its independence and
Durston was a converted Republican, it was clearly Daly’s paper.

Early Newspaper Issues.

Illegal Indian contract profits. Most of the Anaconda Standard’s readers lived in Butte.
Durston therefore established its central news bureau there and devoted at least two pages per issue
to Butte news. The Standard initially attacked Republican Lee Mantle and his paper, the Inter
Mountain, for insinuating that Daly loyalists were behind publication of an anonymous and perhaps
libelous pamphlet accusing prominent Republicans of making illegal profits on contracts to
provision Montana Indian tribes.

Mining-related pollution. The Standard soon surpassed the Butte Miner in circulation. It
also attracted attention with its aggressive local reporting, including a crusade against mining-
related smoke pollution in Butte that lasted more than a year. By contrast, Clark’s Butte Miner
downplayed the issue. Clark himself defended the sulfurous smoke as a “partial disinfectant” against
disease germs. Open roasting of copper ores in Butte finally ended in late 1891. However, smelter
smoke continued to grow worse as more smelters processed increasing amounts of ore.

The 1892 capital city primary election. Campaigning to locate Montana’s capital city
began in early 1892. Anaconda, Boulder, Bozeman, Deer Lodge, Great Falls and Helena were the
competing cities. Helena was then the temporary capital. The Standard obviously supported
Anaconda. It accused Helena’s capital committee of buying weekly papers’ support. In response,
the Helena Journal pointed to Daly as the source of the complaint. The Butte Miner loyally backed
Butte. However, the top two cities in the initial 1892 election were Helena, with 13,983 votes, and
Anaconda, with 10,183 votes. They therefore were to have a final run-off election in 1894.

Clark’s political candidacies. Clark and Daly had feuded over a number of issues ever since
Daly arrived in Montana. For example, Clark blamed Daly for Clark’s failure to be elected as
Montana’s territorial delegate in 1888, by diverting the votes of Anaconda’s Butte employees to a
Republican, Helena lawyer Thomas H. Carter. In retribution, Clark beat Daly in a municipal fight
for control of Butte’s water supply.

Clark then became a Democratic U.S. Senate candidate in 1889, when Montana first became
a state. However, the legislature deadlocked in the election process, including five disputed house
seats from Silver Bow County. Eventually, the legislators from each party met separately in joint
sessions to elect senators. Clark was one of two candidates chosen by the Democrats. However, a
narrow majority of Senate Republicans instead elected Republicans Wilbur Sanders and T.C. Power,
and sent the Democrats home. Clark’s political ambitions thus were frustrated for a second time.

The Montana legislature was to elect a U.S. Senator again in 1893. Clark again was a candi-
date for that position. Daly Democrats therefore combined with Mantle and other local Republicans
to send a hopelessly deadlocked Butte delegation to the legislature. Daly’s legislative Democrats,
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including a freshly-elected state senator Charles Eggleston, the Anaconda Standard’s city editor,
remained opposed to Clark. The legislature’s votes again became hopelessly deadlocked. Clark fell
several votes short on the final ballot. Swibold states, “The Butte Miner screamed foul, the Butte
Inter Mountain cheered, and the Anaconda Standard absolutely crowed at Clark’s defeat.” (49).

Republican governor John E. Rickards therefore appointed Mantle to the Senate. However,
its Democratic majority refused to seat him, since he had been appointed by the governor rather than
elected by the legislature. Accordingly, Montana’s Senate seat went vacant for two more years.

The 1894 capital city election. The capital city fight’s final stages occurred in 1894. Few
Montanans escaped that debate. Clark aligned himself with Helena’s interests rather than supporting
a capital in Anaconda, Daly’s company town. Both Clark and Daly viewed newspapers as essential
weapons in the contest, and competed for papers’ support statewide. Daly expected strong support
in areas where he had operations, such as in Silver Bow, Deer Lodge, Flathead and Ravalli counties.
However, he lacked a voice in Great Falls, where the Boston and Montana Company’s Albert S.
Bigelow had declared for Helena. That company employed several hundred smeltermen there.

Daly therefore bought Great Falls’ Democratic daily, the Great Falls Tribune. The
competing Great Falls Leader supported Helena. The weekly Bozeman Chronicle also supported
Anaconda, arguing that Butte’s and Anaconda’s food markets meant more to Gallatin County’s
farmers than Helena’s. With Clark’s financial backing, the Colored Citizen appeared in Helena in
September 1894 to attack Daly and Anaconda. It folded the day before the election. Helena’s other
papers drew on Clark’s financial support, including the Helena Independent, which described
Anaconda’s supporters as “morally rotten, oblivious to their own interests, lost to all sense of
decency.” (54).

In Missoula, Andrew B. Hammond, a Republican timber baron whose business dealings with
Anaconda made him suspicious of its power, loaned his daily paper, The Missoulian, to Clark’s
agents. They imported Helena publisher George Boos to run the capital city campaign. Fear of
corporate power also provided a compelling argument in eastern Montana, where the young Billings
Gazette argued against setting the capital dome “amid the smelter chimneys of Anaconda.” (54). 

Butte was the critical battleground. Clark’s Butte Miner there squared off against both Daly’s
Anaconda Standard and Mantle’s Inter Mountain. The Inter Mountain argued that Butte’s interests
would be better served by locating the capital in nearby Anaconda. The resulting exchanges between
the Anaconda Standard and the Butte Miner “quickly degenerated into a contest of personalities,
distorted history, social and ethnic stereotypes, and accusations of corruption.” (55).

During its final weeks, the Standard devoted its entire editorial page to the capital city
contest. The Miner’s editor, John Quinn, warned Butte miners against the morally corrosive effect
of trading their votes for cash. He also warned Butte’s businessmen and real-estate developers that
Anaconda’s future prominence, should it become the capital, would come at their expense.

Journalists outside Montana could only shake their heads. The Salt Lake Tribune wrote, “The
interests of the country are subordinate to the question of whether the capital of the state should be
moved to Anaconda or not. The real question is whether the Anaconda Company has the state in its
pocket or not.” (58).
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The vote was close. Of 52,000 state-wide ballots, Helena won by less than 2,000. After the
election, the Standard was silent. The Miner was ecstatic. Swibold states that the papers’ influence
on that election “remains difficult to gauge.” (58). Great Falls bucked the trend and voted for
Anaconda. Helena siphoned more than 6,000 votes from Silver Bow, Deer Lodge and Missoula
counties. The final capital campaign clearly solidified the newspapers’ role as essential weapons
in Montana’s political warfare. Both Clark and Daly learned how to wield and influence the press.

The corruption of Montana’s press did not go unnoticed. The pro-Helena editor of the Marys-
ville Mountaineer lamented the fact that nearly all of Anaconda’s newspaper support appeared to
have been purchased. Swibold concludes, “Beyond the corruption, the clash also fed a growing
tenacious strain of anti-corporate suspicion that would run through Montana’s politics and
journalism for generations. It also demonstrated the limited credibility of the corporate press.” (59).

Clark’s Later U.S. Senate Bids.

Clark’s 1899 U.S. Senate election. Clark decided to run for the U.S. Senate again in 1898,
both to combat the “fusion” of Populists and “Silver Republicans” that Daly had supported success-
fully in Montana’s 1896 elections, and to oppose Anaconda’s interests. In the ensuing battle for
legislative seats, Clark’s Butte Miner and the pro-Clark Helena Independent focused their editorial
fire on Daly’s Anaconda Standard and other pro-Daly “free silver” weeklies like the Butte Times.
The latter paper had claimed Clark’s sulfurous “stink pile,” the Butte Reduction Works, had caused
at least 60 deaths, “more innocent lives than all the corporations in Butte City.” (66). 

Despite all their power, neither Clark nor Daly could win a clear Democratic majority in the
1899 Montana legislature. The U.S. Senate election therefore turned on 15 Republican votes.
Republican state senator Fred Whiteside, a Kalispell-based building contractor, claimed on the
senate floor that Clark’s agents had offered him $30,000 for his and three other Republicans’ votes.
However, Whiteside and the three other accusers all had direct political or economic ties to Daly.

Clark’s and Daly’s papers immediately became involved in publicizing the scandal and
battling for public opinion. Clark also began buying papers that had opposed him, despite his
arguments and subsidies. Clark’s operatives paid the salaries of other papers’ special editors, who
were assigned to do nothing but boost Clark’s defense. The result was an overwhelming denun-
ciation of Whiteside’s methods or motives by 52 of 56 daily and weekly papers throughout Montana. 

Clark continued to buy legislative votes through bribes, business deals, land swaps or
financial blackmail. His partisans derailed both legislative and grand jury investigations into his
efforts, then had Whiteside expelled on specious charges of improprieties in his own election.
Clark’s bribes thereafter steadily increased. On the final ballot, Clark obtained victory and “vindi-
cation,” with  Republican votes to spare. Historian Forrest L. Foor has stated that the editorial
barrage laid down by Clark’s papers was decisive in obtaining that result. “In its accomplishment,
the power and influence of the press had been second only to money.” (69).

Daly fights back. During the summer and fall of 1899, Daly’s forces laid the groundwork
to have Clark expelled from the U.S. Senate. The Anaconda Standard, by then Montana’s best and
most widely-read paper, leveled “withering editorial fire” against Clark. (70). Daly also bought the
Bozeman Chronicle. He either purchased or subsidized the Carbon County Democrat (Red Lodge),
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the Madisonian (Virginia City), the Ravalli County Democrat (Hamilton), the Montana Stockman
and Farmer (Helena), and the Livingston Enterprise. His purpose was not to control their general
editoral policy, but simply to oppose Clark’s illegal use of money in politics.

Clark resigns. The Senate Committee on Privileges and Elections began probing Clark’s
election on  December 7, 1899, immediately after he was seated. Hearings occurred during the next
three months. They produced ample evidence that bribery had occurred, both on Clark’s and Daly’s
behalf. Daly opened his check books at the hearing. Although Clark allegedly destroyed his canceled
checks, the committee subpoenaed his bank statements, which showed heavy expenditures.

After considering all that evidence, the committee recommended that Clark be expelled.
More than 50 Montana papers condemned that action. However, before the Senate could vote to
approve the committee’s action, Clark resigned, tearfully maintaining his innocence.

That same day, Clark’s operatives had Montana’s lieutenant governor A.E. Spriggs, a Clark
supporter, appoint him to the seat he had just left, while governor Robert B. Smith was out of the
state.  Smith immediately returned, revoked Spriggs’ appointment, and appointed Martin Maginnis
instead.  Since both appointments were technically valid, the Senate had to choose which to accept.
It instead adjourned, leaving the issue unresolved. Montana thus again had a vacant Senate seat.

Heinze and Clark Join Forces.

Heinze. F. Augustus “Fritz” Heinze came to Butte from New York in 1889, after being
educated in Brooklyn and Germany, and graduating from the Columbia University School of Mines.
He initially worked as a mining engineer for the Boston and Montana Company for a year, learning
Butte’s geology. He concluded that a modern, low-cost custom smelting facility would be profitable. 
However, Heinze’s father refused his request to invest the $100,000 required to build that smelter.

After Heinze’s father died in 1891, Heinze persuaded his two brothers to make the smelter
investment. He spent much of 1892 in Europe lining up creditors, and taking mining and geology
courses at Freiburg University, before returning to Butte. The Heinze brothers then incorporated
Montana Ore Purchasing Company in March 1893 and opened their Meaderville smelter in January
1894. They initially had to rely on leased mines and ores from independent miners to keep their
smelter running efficiently. However, Heinze began to locate rich ore bodies in previously lack-
luster leased mines. The Heinze brothers also began to purchase interests in other mining properties.

By 1898, the Heinzes were in litigation with the Boston and Montana Company concerning 
their respective mining claims’ ownership. By early 1900, those suits also posed a threat to the
Amalgamated Copper Company, a New York holding company that had purchased Anaconda’s
stock, including Haggin’s and Daly’s, in 1899.

By then, both Hearst and Tevis were dead. Their Anaconda interests had been sold to other
investors, including the Rothschilds, who Amalgamated bought out. Haggin continued to serve as
Anaconda’s president and Daly as its superintendent after Amalgamated gained control. Daly
therefore ordered the Anaconda Standard to pursue a full-scale investigation of Heinze, particularly
his attempts to steal ore from other claims while using the Butte courts to shut down competitors.
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Clark. In response, Amalgamated suffered most as it fell under a “fusion” counterattack
from both Clark’s paper, the Butte Miner, and Heinze’s paper, the weekly Butte Reveille. Swibold
calls the Reveille “Butte’s most scurrilous sheet.” It was edited by Patrick A. O’Farrell, “an itinerant
Irish journalist with a genius for invective.” The paper’s critics later called it “the Reviler.” (77).

The 1900 campaign. Montana’s political situation in 1900 had changed  from 1898 because
of Amalgamated’s gaining control of Anaconda. Amalgamated’s primary investors, Henry H. Rogers
and William Rockefeller, also were key figures in the Standard Oil trust. Rather than attacking Daly
directly, Clark and Heinze thus could attack Anaconda’s interests through Amalgamated as a symbol
of ruthless corporate power and greed, indistinguishable from Standard Oil.

Clark wanted to defeat Daly’s bloc in the legislature and be elected to the U.S. Senate again
after the 1900 legislative elections. Heinze wanted to control Silver Bow County’s government,
especially its courts. Accordingly, Clark bought the Great Falls Tribune and the Helena Herald, and
continued to bankroll the Helena Independent. Amalgamated’s loyalists estimated that Clark had
control or sympathies of all but four of Montana’s Democratic papers. Clark reportedly spent
$300,000 on newspapers during his 1900 campaign.

Not to be outdone, Amalgamated reportedly spent $1.5 million on its newspaper campaign.
In addition to the papers Daly had previously purchased, Amalgamated “persuaded” Lee Mantle’s
Inter Mountain to abandon its vacillating independence by threatening to set up a competitor. The
Billings Gazette received a substantial infusion of Amalgamated cash. The Great Falls Leader
received a similar boost in return for seeing things Amalgamated’s way. The Missoulian also was
rumored to have received company support.

As the result, many journalists across Montana became mercenaries for their papers’ owners
rather than objective reporters and editorialists, taking their cues from Clark’s and Daly’s flagship
dailies. However, Swibold states that a number of editors remained independent, supporting their
chosen faction based on principle and sometimes at great professional risk. (85-87).

The Anaconda Standard abandoned all pretense of objectivity. It attacked the Clark-Heinze
“fusion” in both its news columns and editorial pages. It also used “merciless” political cartoons and
extravagant illustrations to attack Clark. The Butte Miner and the Reveille responded with effective
cartoons playing to working-class fears of a state owned and controlled by Standard Oil. O’Farrell’s
attacks are “among the most memorable anti-corporate propaganda campaigns in Montana history.”
(101). For example, he called Amalgamated the evil “copper trust,” the spawn of Standard Oil’s
“Kerosene Gang,” led by John D. Rockefeller, the “arch monster” of American capitalism. 

The Butte Miner and the Reveille also attacked William Rockefeller and Henry Rogers,
whom they portrayed as predators of small business and corruptors of politicians. The Standard shot
back with articles describing sordid conditions in Clark’s own company town, Jerome, Arizona.

The 1900 elections’ results. The Clark-Heinze combination was successful. It captured most
of the state Democratic Party machinery, as well as support of minority Populist and Labor organi-
zations. Clark easily won a legislative majority and was elected to the U.S. Senate in January 1901.
Heinze gained control over Silver Bow County’s local government, including its judges.
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Clark’s newspapers crowed as the result. The Anaconda Standard was philosophical in
defeat, admitting the Clark-Heinze victory had given them everything they wanted. Daly died in
New York the week after the election, a victim of chronic diabetes-related kidney and heart
ailments. His family and friends withheld news of Clark’s victory from him. Thousands attended
Daly’s New York funeral and memorial events in Montana.

After the 1900 elections, Amalgamated divested itself of some of the papers it had purchased
during that campagn, selling them to allies whose allegiance the company maintained through either
mortgages or generous printing and advertising contracts. However, it continued to threaten to set
up a new paper to compete with the Butte Inter Mountain, by importing a press and five Linotype
machines, and noisily shopping for an editor and staff.

Mantle and two nephews finally accepted the company’s ultimatum. They resigned as the
paper’s trustees, to be replaced by officials representing the Daly Bank. Adolphus Keith, the Inter
Mountain’s managing editor who had criticized Daly and his ventures for years, jumped to Clark’s
Butte Miner, thereby maintaining his nominal independence.

The Inter Mountain thereafter justified and defended Amalgamate’s newspaper ownerships
as being “the safest means to protect the public as well as the corporate interests from misrepresen-
tation, and was and is a necessary defense of their vast interests–the safeguarding of [which] is vital
to the welfare of the state, and to such ownership the people of Montana are indebted for the most
complete newspapers furnished to a clientele so limited in numbers anywhere on earth.” This 
statement was the company’s only public justification of its newspaper ownership ever given (102).

Clark broke with Heinze and made political peace with Amalgamated soon after the
legislature elected him to the Senate. Clark’s Butte, Great Falls and Helena dailies thereafter stood
squarely with Amalgamated on most business and political issues. Clark also bought the Helena
Independent outright and imported J. Larry Dobell, the Butte Miner’s city editor, to operate it.
Dobell continued to serve as both Clark’s chief newsman and political agent for the next 23 years.

Clark’s peace with Amalgamated isolated Heinze. The Reveille therefore attacked the Butte
Miner as well. The Reveille claimed that it stood alone for a free and independent Montana press,
whose dailies, it asserted, were “entirely owned by the Standard Oil Trust and its allied interests.”
It also incessantly attacked “the muzzled press.” (101).

Amalgamated’s Consolidation Efforts.

The 1902 elections. The Clark-Amalgamated faction took control of the state Democratic
party apparatus during the party’s September 1902 convention, pushing the Heinze faction out.
Heinze therefore assembled a fusion group of laborites, antitrust Republicans and the hard core of
the fading Populist party, focusing his efforts on Silver Bow County and supporting GOP Supreme
Court candidate William Holloway. In doing so, he was able to retain control over Butte’s city
government and to elect Holloway to the Supreme Court in the November 1902 election.

Amalgamated’s 1903 shutdown. In late 1903, Amalgamated shut down all of its Montana
operations indefinitely, except its newspapers, to protest Butte court decisions favoring Heinze that
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undercut its ownership of key mining properties and sustained challenges to its existence as such.
Accordingly, 15 to 20 thousand of its employees state-wide lost their jobs.

Amalgamated’s papers continued operating both to explain its position, and to fix blame for
the state’s hardship on Heinze, the governor and the legislature. Clark’s papers supported Amalga-
mated. The Reveille pounded away at Amalgamated, publishing lurid “extras” detailing the
standoff’s most dramatic moments.

One such moment was Heinze’s speech to 10,000 citizens gathered at the Silver Bow County
courthouse steps, imploring them to support him and warning them that only he stood between them
and their complete domination by the Standard Oil trust. Heinze stated, “They will cut your wages
and raise the tariff in the company stores on every bite you eat and every rag you wear.” (105-06).

The Reveille also claimed it stood alone for a free and independent press in Montana, whose
dailies, it asserted, were “entirely owned by the Standard Oil Trust and its allied interests.”
However, other independent papers, such as Hamilton’s Western News and the weekly Lewistown
Democrat, also attacked the company throughout its 18-day closure.

Amalgamated’s closures forced a reluctant governor and legislature to meet in special
session to pass the company’s “fair trials” bill, allowing it to move its court battles with Heinze from
Butte’s courts to Helena, beyond the reach of Butte’s “corrupt, unsympathetic judges.” (95). The
closures also confirmed Amalgamated’s power to ruin Montana’s general economy in pursuing its
business goals whenever it chose to do so.

However, Heinze and his men continued to battle both in court, through the press and in the
mines underground throughout 1904. For an eye-witness account of some of those battles and
related court proceedings, see generally RENO H. SALES, UNDERGROUND WARFARE AT BUTTE

(1964). As the result, Heinze withdrew large quantities of ore from disputed veins in violation of
court injunctions, while his opponents were unable to do because they respected those injunctions.

Montana Socialists emerge. The Socialists had fielded candidates in the 1900 elections.
Amalgamated then tolerated them because it thought they might weaken the Clark-Daly coalition.
However, Socialists gained strength in the 1903 Butte and Anaconda city elections. Deer Lodge
County’s Socialist assessor also raised taxes on Amalgamated’s smelters. With the Standard’s
rhetorical cover, the company therefore fired as many as 700 suspected Socialist employees. By the
spring of 1904, the Standard boasted that Anaconda had been wiped clean of the party’s influence.

 However, in 1903-04, the Socialists published Montana’s first Socialist newspaper, the
Montana News. The paper had formerly operated as the Judith Basin News. Its owner and editor,
J.H. Walsh, moved the paper to Helena in the spring of 1904 and donated it to the Socialist party
for use in the fall elections.

The 1904 elections. The 1904 elections were largely a test of Heinze’s ability to retain some
of the power he and Clark had won in 1900. From 1900 to 1905, the Reveille employed five editorial
artists, who drew numerous cartoons portraying Amalgamated’s intent to enslave Montana. Heinze
also created a new daily paper, the Butte Evening News, as Butte’s fourth daily. According to
Swibold, that paper “developed a reputation for the swagger of its young, hungry staff” (110). As
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I’ll discuss later, E.G. Leipheimer, one of the Evening News’ young reporters and subeditors,
eventually became editor of the Montana Standard, one of Anaconda’s most influential editors.

Although Heinze’s papers gave him an influential voice in Butte, his dream of statewide
power crashed in the 1904 elections. His machine ran strong in Butte and Silver Bow County.
However, its loyalties were eroded by rumors that he was secretly negotiating a sellout to Amalga-
mated. The Reveille also slipped steadily into an “editorial coma,” its pages increasingly filled with
copy scavenged from the Evening News.

Post-election shuffling. After the 1904 elections, Clark decided not to seek a second  Senate
term. By then, his interests had shifted to a new second family and to building a New York City
mansion. He therefore returned both the Helena Independent and the Great Falls Tribune to their
original owners. However, he kept the Butte Miner until his death in 1925.

Amalgamated sold its Helena Republican daily, the Montana Daily Record, to a clique of
conservative Republicans supporting Senator Thomas Carter, Amalgamated’s principal Congres-
sional ally. That paper continued its “impeccable” conservative politics, but appeared to have little
day-to-day company influence. However, company lobbyists reportedly helped it land government
printing contracts to keep it afloat.

Heinze settles, sells and leaves. In 1906, Heinze settled his remaining litigation with
Amalgamated, sold his mining interests to the Butte Coalition Mining Company, an Amalgamated
affiliate, for a reported $10 million, then returned to New York. He soon lost those funds in a series
of disastrous Wall Street maneuvers and dissipations. With no further purpose, the Reveille ceased
publication in 1909. The Butte Evening News ceased publication in 1911, after Heinze finally
withdrew the last of his financial support for it in 1910. The latter paper simply could not compete
with the Anaconda Standard, Inter Mountain and Butte Miner.

Progressive era reforms. The Montana copper wars’ corruption and abuse of corporate
power also fueled Montana’s Progressive movement, which reached critical mass in 1906. A
number of smaller independent papers throughout the state supported political reforms designed to
ensure farmers a share of power. These included initiative and referendum, which gave citizens the
right to initiate or reject legislation; women’s suffrage; direct primaries for nominating political
candidates; direct election of U.S. Senators; election of nonpartisan judges; and limits on campaign
spending. A 1906 ballot measure adopting initiative and referendum received overwhelming support
from the state’s press, including the Anaconda Standard and Helena’s Montana Daily Record.

Miles Romney, editor and publisher of Hamilton’s Democratic Western News, was one of
the leading reformers. Despite Daly’s heavy influence in Hamilton, Romney was one of Montana’s
most caustic and consistent critics of Anaconda and Amalgamated. He believed that the ills of
“unbridled capitalism” could be cured by placing more power in the hands of a more educated
electorate. Corporations must be required to obey the law. The solution was “enlightened public
opinion.” (119). For Romney, Amalgamated was Montana’s chief obstacle to reform.

Romney organized and led the People’s Power League, a bipartisan statewide Progressive
forum founded in 1910 to promote reforms through voter initiatives. By 1912, the league’s work led
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to approval of the first primary elections to end corporation-controlled party nominating conventions
and a “corrupt practices” act that limited campaign spending.

However, the league’s efforts to improve Montana’s workers’ compensation laws were
unsuccessful. The Amalgamated-sponsored Montana Development Association and the copper press
managed to convince farmers and many farm-country editors that they too would be required to
compensate itinerant farmhands and tramp printers for job-related injuries. Demands by Romney
and others that mine owners bear more of the state’s property-tax burden also were unsuccessful.

Consolidation achieved. Between the copper war years and World War I, Amalgamated
continued to consolidate and expand its power, to become an industrial powerhouse. Its purchase
of the Boston and Montana companies and completion of new reduction works at Anaconda during
1902-03 permitted centralization of its smelting and refining in Anaconda and Great Falls. In 1910,
Clark sold most of his Silver Bow mining and smelting properties to Amalgamated, including the
Butte Reduction Works, and the Colusa-Parrot and Original Consolidated mines.

In 1911, Amalgamated merged the Butte Coalition Mining Company into it, thereby
completing its acquisition of Heinze’s interests. In 1912, Amalgamated merged some small
electrical companies it owned to form the Montana Power Company as a separate but related entity.
It also expanded its operations geographically.

In 1915, Amalgamated merged its holding company and other corporate interests into the
Anaconda Copper Mining Company, thereby consolidating all of its Montana mining and smelting
operations into a single entity. It also continued to protect and promote its corporate health both
through the daily papers it owned outright and those controlled by conservative friends. By the
1920s, Anaconda’s papers controlled over half of Montana’s entire circulation of daily newspapers.

Anaconda’s Papers Support Its Corporate Policies.

After the copper wars ended, the Anaconda Standard continued with strong news and feature
sections. However, its editorial focus began to shift to national matters over which Montanans had
little control. John Durston continued as its editor after Daly’s death. Daly’s widow remained as an
owner, together with the company. Although the paper supported the Democratic ticket, it didn’t
become involved in state political campaigns. However, it strongly approved Amalgamated’s
removal of Socialists from its payroll in 1903. It also joined the Butte Miner in 1912 in a
“scorching” campaign to drive Socialists from Butte’s city government.

The Standard also served Anaconda’s public relations function in campaigning against Deer
Lodge Valley farmers who sued Anaconda for widespread crop and livestock losses caused by
massive smoke pollution billowing from its giant smelter complex. In 1902, the company paid
$330,000 to settle such claims. However, independent scientists verified continuing crop and
livestock losses in 1904, after it built a taller stack. The company therefore decided to fight.

More than 100 farmers joined a federal lawsuit in 1905 that continued for six years. Both
the Standard and the Inter Mountain attacked the “smoke farmers,” accusing them of being lazy,
and promoting the Deer Lodge Valley as an agricultural paradise. As the farmers documented the
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truth of their claims, the Standard praised the smelter’s technological improvements and increased
productivity.

In late 1908, President Theodore Roosevelt threatened an injunction unless Amalgamated
agreed to remedial measures. In response, Montana’s papers, led by the Standard, howled in protest
that complaints from a “handful of citizens” over a “few square miles of forest” should be allowed
to turn back progress. The farmers in turn complained bitterly about their slanted coverage.

In April 1909, a federal district judge in Helena dismissed the farmers’ suit because it found
the company had taken suitable preventive measures. The Inter Mountain greeted the ruling with
relief. The Standard celebrated the ruling, dismissing the smoke case as “ancient history.” When
that ruling was affirmed on appeal in 1912, the Standard also celebrated it as well. 

The 1912 Elections.

U.S. Senators were first elected by popular vote in 1912. Jerre Murphy, a former
Amalgamated editor turned muckraker, then charged that all but one of Montana’s major dailies
were “subject in policy to the control and influence of copper combine management.” (136).

The sole exception was the Missoulian, of which Joseph M. Dixon had gained control in
1907. Dixon in turn hired Arthur L. Stone, a former Anaconda Standard reporter and managing
editor, as his editor. Stone later became the University of Montana’s dean of journalism.  Under
Stone, the paper spruced up, modernized and expanded its reach.

The Montana legislature had elected Dixon to the Senate in 1907 as a Republican. However,
his growing progressivism and feuds over patronage with fellow Republican senator Thomas Carter
led to a clash with Amalgamated’s conservative Republican allies. In 1912, Dixon became Theodore
Roosevelt’s national campaign manager for the Bull Moose Party. Conservative Republicans and
Amalgamated also blocked Dixon’s renomination at the state Republican convention.

Dixon therefore ran as a third-party Bull Moose candidate, splitting the state’s Republican
vote. As the result, Thomas J. Walsh, a progressive Democrat, was elected as part of a state-wide
Democratic sweep. Amalgamated had previously blocked Walsh’s 1910 Senate election campaign.
A few Progressive Republican weeklies supported Dixon. However, they could not match the
opposition of every Democratic daily and weekly, and the conservative Republican press.

The Company Increases Its Control Over Montana’s Papers (1912-17).

In 1912, Daly’s widow sold her majority shares in the Anaconda Standard to the company.
After 23 years, Durston then resigned as its editor. He briefly retired, but resurfaced in 1913 as
editor of the Butte Daily Post, a “remake” of the Inter Mountain, which the company had retired.
Durston rebuilt the Post’s staff and adjusted to becoming a Republican spokesman, a role he had
not played since leaving New York. Charles Eggleston became the Standard’s editor for a six-year
period “distinguished by the company’s increasing dictation of the paper’s editorial policy.” (144).

Socialists gained control of Butte’s city government in 1911. Amalgamated and its papers
opposed their support for workers’ rights and higher taxes on mining operations. The Socialists
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fought back in a state-wide, Butte-based weekly, the Montana Socialist, which began publication
in 1912. By 1914, the International Workers of the World (“the Wobblies”) became the company’s
principal target, as conservative and radical factions fought for control of Butte’s miners’ unions.

The company reasserted its dominance over Butte, with help from a sympathetic governor,
the state militia, and the copper press. Governor Sam Stewart sent in militia after violence occurred
and the Butte Miners Union Hall was bombed in June 1914. The company also locked out the
unions and refused to recognize them for 20 years.

Company papers and sympathetic editors also continued to “hound” Wobblies and Socialists.
The Butte Socialist was bombed and its presses destroyed in June 1915. It stopped publication by
year’s end. Its editors blamed its demise on “real and threatened violence, blacklists and boycotts
of its subscribers and advertisers, and the incessant attacks of the ‘subsidized capitalist press.’”
(148). The Socialists also lost power in the 1915 Butte city elections.

After years of financial and political struggles, Dixon finally sold the Missoulian to two
Chicago newspapermen, Martin J. Hutchens and Lester L. Jones, in 1917. Dixon later claimed he
was “duped” into selling the paper to journalists fronting for Anaconda. After Hutchens’ death, his
widow claimed he was “shocked” to learn that Anaconda held the notes bankrolling the sale. By the
spring of 1917, Anaconda could count on editorial support across Montana from every daily in
Butte, and from sympathetic editors in Missoula, Helena, Billings and Great Falls. (158).

The Copper Press at War.

Propaganda. In most respects, the copper press’s World War I coverage differed little from
that of thousands of American papers. Editorially, it pushed “a spirited but vague ‘Americanism,’
defined mostly by what it was not; and it was decidedly not foreign, nor did it tolerate criticism of
American government or capitalism.” (163).

In crusading for the sympathies of frightened readers, the copper press routinely exaggerated
acts of repression and violence that would echo through Montana politics for generations. For
example, the Anaconda Standard supported press censorship and draft compliance. Montana’s press
saw its duty as mobilizing support for the war effort. In doing so, it often filled its pages with
exaggerated accounts of German atrocities overseas and the villainy of German agents at home.

The Helena Independent led in hounding Montana’s German-language papers out of exis-
tence. They included the Helena Staats-Zeitung, despite its repeated demonstrations of loyalty.
Montana newspapers campaigned to suppress German “kultur” and root out disloyal German-
Americans. They also attempted to portray labor radicals and Socialists as traitors.

Butte’s 1917 strike. The press also attacked the “Wobblies’” efforts to organize miners and
other workers in a June 1917 strike in Butte, suggesting that the strike was a conspiracy to aid
Germany. Clark’s Butte Miner joined the Anaconda Standard and the Butte Daily Post in attacking
the strike. Clark still retained ownership of the Elm Orlu mine, whose miners were on strike. The
three papers saw treason and a IWW conspiracy behind the strikers’ demands.
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Frank Little. Frank Little, an IWW officer and agitator, spoke  against the “capitalist” war
in Butte on July 27, 1917. The Butte Daily Post labeled the  speech a “treasonable tirade.” On
August 1, 1917, Little was beaten, dragged behind a car, then hanged from a railroad bridge.

Although most daily editors “bemoaned” the murder, few offered any sympathy. The Helena
Independent stated: “Good work. Let them continue to hang every I.W.W. in the state.” (175).
Following Little’s murder, the copper press successfully focused attention on the supposed disloyalty
of Butte’s strikers and away from the miners’ grievances.The presence of federal troops and
Anaconda’s eventual offer to raise wages later ended that strike.

Dealing with dissenters. In February 1918, Gov. Sam Stewart, encouraged by newspaper
editors throughout the state, called a special legislative session that passed a criminal syndicalism
law, effectively outlawing the IWW and any other organization advocating violent overthrow of the
political or industrial system. The legislature also granted the state’s Council of Defense sweeping
powers to ferret out “slackers” and persecute dissenters. It also impeached a German-American
district judge who had served as a character witness for a rancher accused of suggesting that the
United States had entered the war to protect Wall Street fortunes.

Montana conservatives then began a statewide roundup of disloyal elements, based on 
insignificant statements. Conservative journalists statewide supported that campaign. Newspaper-
men also sat on many county councils. The Montana council granted itself investigative and judicial
powers, then issued orders during early 1918 banning unauthorized public demonstrations, use of
German in schools and churches, and library books containing favorable depictions of German
culture. Since there was little to fear from German spies and speakers, the council and copper press
focused their crusade on labor radicals, Socialists and leftist agrarian reformers.

The Butte Bulletin. The Butte Bulletin, a radical weekly paper, began publication in late
1917. It was organized by Butte union leaders and a group of young anti-company attorneys,
including Burton K. Wheeler. It was backed financially by independent mine owner and banker
James A. Murray; edited by William F. Dunne, a militant unionist; and managed by R. Bruce Smith,
president of the Butte Typographical Union.

The paper supported the Russian Bolshevik revolution and attacked the “insane system of
capitalist production.” Perhaps in response, and with widespread support from Montana’s daily
press, the legislature passed a sedition law in early 1918, making it a crime to speak, write or
publish “any disloyal, profane, violent, scurrilous, contemptuous, slurring or abusive language”
critical of the nation, its government, its soldiers, and its symbols. The legislature also actively
considered a newspaper licensing law. Although some editors supported it, it failed to pass.

The Council of Defense interrogated Dunne and Smith, prompted by the paper’s assaults on
its legitimacy. After the paper announced plans to publish daily, the federal War Industries Board
ordered distributors to withhold the necessary newsprint.

In September 1918, a contingent of citizens, deputies and soldiers raided the paper’s offices
on a tip that it had published posters endorsing a national strike to protest convictions of IWW
leaders on federal sedition charges. Although no such posters were found, Dunne, Smith and the
paper’s circulation manager were arrested and convicted on state sedition charges. Those
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convictions were eventually reversed. However, the fireworks between the Bulletin and the copper
press continued for the next two years.  

The 1920 Governor’s Election and Its Aftermath

The 1920 election. Despite opposition from Democratic dailies, Burton K. Wheeler won an
open Democratic primary election for governor. Joseph Dixon won the Republican primary as a
moderate progressive, despite opposition from Republican copper dailies in Butte, Missoula and
Billings. The Butte Daily Bulletin “gloated” at those results as a “blatant repudiation of the sinister
policies of the copper interests and their prostitute press.” (201).

During the general election campaign, Wheeler was “hammered” by Montana’s leading
Democratic dailies, including the Butte Miner, the Helena Independent, the Anaconda Standard and
the Great Falls Tribune. Anaconda’s Republican dailies gave Dixon “lukewarm” support. His
strongest support came from non-company dailies, including Helena’s Montana Record-Herald, the
Miles City Star, the Havre Promoter and Kalispell’s Daily Inter Lake.

With that backing, together with that of many, mostly Republican, farm-country weeklies,
Dixon won the election. He obtained endorsements from leading Montana Democrats and profited
from the “Red scare” that echoed throughout most of Montana’s dailies. Conservatives were
relieved but could not claim total victory. Although voters rejected creating a special tax
commission to readjust property values (including on mines), they also rejected a conservative
attempt to abolish or otherwise restrict the state’s open primary.

The aftermath. Dixon’s conservative-Progressive coalition crumbled immediately after his
election. By 1920, Montana’s dry-land homestead boom had collapsed, leading to farm auctions,
sheriffs’ sales, bank collapses, 60,000 homesteaders leaving the state, and empty state coffers to
address its problems. Dixon immediately proposed a sweeping legislative program centered on a
stiff inheritance tax (aimed largely at Clark’s personal estate), a graduated income tax, and taxes
on oil production, auto licenses, gasoline and metal mines.

In response, Dixon faced an immediate “unrelenting attack” from conservatives, led by
Anaconda, and channeled through what Dixon began to call its “interlocking press.” (207). That
opposition featured incessant editorial criticism, one-sided news coverage, fabricated stories,
deliberate distortion, and focus on distracting “scandals” within his administration. Most of those
papers’ editors had been “battle tested” in the copper wars.

Anaconda made financial contributions to keep its supporting papers afloat. It loaned more
than $200,000 to Helena’s Montana Record-Herald during the Dixon years that it could never repay.
It also “almost certainly” provided $200,000 to the Billings Gazette through stock offerings and
bond sales. Its most direct links to the daily press were with the Butte Daily Post and the Montana
Standard. However, the Butte Miner continued to work closely with the company’s papers as
Clark’s agent in a fight with severe implications for both his remaining mine holdings and his heirs.

The copper press immediately denounced Dixon’s tax proposals. The Billings Gazette
refused to carry even a summary of Dixon’s state of the state message. The Missoulian pronounced
Dixon’s tax proposals “confiscatory and prohibitive.” Editorial opposition to increased taxation
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never flagged. In the end, the income tax bill was killed and other tax proposals reduced to almost
token gestures. The tax commission idea was dismissed as a needless expense.

Frank Conley. Dixon decided to fire Frank Conley, the state prison warden. Conley had
amassed a fortune by awarding himself and his business associates contracts to supply the prison’s
real and imaginary needs. Conley also had widespread connections and powerful friends, including
Anaconda, for whom he occasionally provided convict strikebreakers.

The Conley case gave the copper press an opportunity to harass Dixon throughout the usual
lull between legislative sessions and elections, through a campaign of distortion and fabrication. The
resulting uproar forced Dixon to launch a formal investigation of Conley’s alleged misuse of state
funds. The investigation was complicated by an intra-party battle between Dixon’s supporters and
Conley’s Republican defenders.

The case finally went to trial, generating such distorted partisan coverage from both the
Independent and the Montana Record-Herald that the judge threatened both papers with contempt.
The court finally found Conley not guilty of all but one technical charge. Although Conley had badly
mismanaged state funds and property, the court found that his activities had enjoyed the full
connivance and sanction of previous administrations.

Continuing opposition. In 1921, the Associated Press finally established an independent
correspondency in Helena under its Denver bureau’s direction. This was an important step in
improving the Montana press’s professionalism. However, going into the 1922 mid-term elections,
Dixon still faced almost total press opposition.

Anaconda and the Montana Power Co. also had an enormous advantage in commercial
advertising. For example, Anaconda published a ten-week series of slick ads entitled “Taxation
Talks,” laying out its case against taxation in detail, that ran in almost every small daily and weekly
statewide. Montana Power also ran an 18-week series of promotional ads. Both sets of ads provided
needed income for papers thus supporting Anaconda’s position.

The 1922 elections. Dixon therefore took his message directly to the people in areas
controlled by the copper press. As the result, voters in the 1922 elections approved a “board of
equalization” to balance the state’s tax system. The legislative assembly also remained in
Republican hands. However, Wheeler was elected to the U.S. Senate and liberal Democrats gained
in the legislature. There also was greater infighting among Republicans over offices and patronage.

In light of Montana’s continuing financial decline, Dixon immediately proposed another
ambitious program of tax increases and budget cuts. The copper dailies, led by the Missoulian, the
Butte Miner and the Helena Independent, strongly opposed them, calling Dixon “tax mad” and
“extravagant.” Those proposals failed in the 1923 legislature. Anaconda and Montana Power
lobbyists also were able to install conservatives at the head of key legislative committees.

The 1924 elections and their consequences. In 1924, Anaconda-backed conservatives in
both parties opposed Dixon for re-election. Although a few Republican weeklies still supported
Dixon, Anaconda and its press instead supported Democrat and former Kalispell district judge John
E. Erickson. That press fed their readers a steady diet of tributes to Erickson’s honesty, modesty and
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frugality. It generally ignored Dixon’s speeches and campaign appearances. It also attacked Dixon’s
proposed tax initiatives and accused his administration of being dictatorial and wasteful.

Despite Dixon’s vigorous personal campaign, he received less than 43 percent of the vote.
Except for Yellowstone County, he lost every other county served by the copper dailies. However,
Dixon’s proposal to tax metal mines was approved, despite the copper press’s strong opposition.

John Durston and Charles Eggleston continued as editors of the Butte Daily Post and
Anaconda Standard, respectively. However, they both expressed frustrations in tailoring their
journalism to meet company needs. (225). Anaconda finally took direct control of the Butte Daily
Post during the summer of 1924. A company official then ordered that the Post publish unchanged
an article he  delivered attacking Dixon’s metal-mines tax initiative. When Durston complained, he
was told by the company’s western vice president that the official’s authority was final. (226).

As the result, Swibold quotes a Post reporter as stating Durston was “clearly ‘a whipped
man.’” (227). At the Butte speakeasies where the Post reporters gathered after work, “the talk was
not about the stories we wrote but what we didn’t or couldn’t write.” (227).

Swibold concludes that Anaconda’s campaign against Dixon transformed its copper press
from a loose alliance of company-owned or supported dailies to a formal subsidiary under its direct
supervision. By the end of the 1920s, most of the older editors going back to nineteenth century
bombastic journalism were replaced by less colorful men. “With only the company’s interest to
ultimately serve, the Anaconda dailies would fall into step as dull links in a copper chain.” (227).

The Last Newspaper War.

William Clark, Jr. takes over the Butte Miner. Clark owned the Butte Miner from 1881
until he died in 1925. The paper satisfied both his personal publicity needs and those of the Elm
Orlu mine, which he and his second son, William Jr., continued to own. Larry Dobell served as the
Miner’s editor for many years. He was one of Montana’s finest editors. The Miner also seemed to
be the most vital of Butte’s dailies.

 After Clark died, William Jr., succeeded him as the Miner’s owner. William Jr. was a “star
graduate” of the University of Virginia law school. He had joined the firm of Jesse Roote, one his
father’s Butte lawyers. He also had briefly served as an officer of the Great Falls Tribune. After
Clark retired from the Senate, William Jr. moved to Los Angeles, where he supposedly oversaw
various businesses he co-owned there with his father, “but mostly engaged in various philanthropies
to mask a life of genteel dissipation.” (231). His presence in Montana was reduced to summer
vacations at the family’s Swan Lake lodge and occasional business trips.

Surprisingly, William Jr. took “active command” of the Miner after Clark’s death. However,
Larry Dobell, its long-time editor, resigned after 17 months because he and William Jr. disagreed
both as to administrative details and policy. Other editors dismissed during this period included
Martin Hutchens at the Missoulian. Hutchens sold his paper’s stock to Warren B. Davis, previously
an editor for the Anaconda Standard. Hutchens generally had supported Anaconda, but also had an
independent sense of fairness concerning local Missoula issues that might have caused his firing.
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After Dixon’s defeat in 1924, Anaconda also absorbed Helena’s Montana Record-Herald.
That paper was sold to a group of conservative Republicans with “impeccable” connections to both
Anaconda and Montana Power. The Miles City Star’s editor lamented that his paper was now the
“lone orphan” among Montana’s Republican dailies.” The Lewistown Democrat-News’ editor noted
that the paper’s sale gave Anconda “practical control of the entire daily press.” (237-38).

The Butte Miner declares independence. During the summer of 1927, the Butte Miner
suddenly declared its independence from and began attacking Anaconda. Martin Hutchens, the
Missoulian’s former editor, also became the Miner’s editor. During the spring of 1928, as Clark’s
heirs were about to divide his property, the Miner’s attacks on Anaconda increased.

William Jr. also started a new Missoula paper, the Daily Northwest, which declared its
intention to free Montana from the coils of Anaconda. It became actively involved in state and local
issues. The company dailies’ response to those attacks “seemed almost torpid.” (238). They
generally refused to be drawn into editorial combat on such issues. (238).

Anaconda buys the Butte Miner and creates the Montana Standard. In late July 1928,
after “three years of haggling,” the directors of several of Clark’s companies removed William Jr.
as those companies’ president. The majority of Clark’s heirs also then accepted Anaconda’s offers
to purchase the family’s remaining Montana holdings, including the Butte Miner. The Daily
Northwest remained under William Jr.’s control, since it wasn’t a part of Clark’s estate.

Effective August 23, 1928, Anaconda bought out the Miner. E.G. Leipheimer, the former
Butte Evening News reporter and subeditor who by then was the Anaconda Standard’s editor,
walked into the Miner’s newsroom to announce the takeover. (239). Within a month, most of the
Miner’s employees left. On September 11, 1928, the Anaconda Standard merged with the Miner
to form a new company morning daily, the Montana Standard. Six days later, William Jr.’s new
paper, the Montana Free Press, began in Butte as an “independent newspaper for the people.” 

The 1928 elections. That fall, both the Free Press and the Daily Northwest endorsed a slate
of anti-company Republicans, including Dixon for U.S. Senate and Wellington Rankin for governor.
Dixon and Rankin took full advantage of Clark’s papers and made the company’s “muzzled press”
a central campaign theme. That press responded with counter-accusations, particularly against
Rankin. Democrats Burton K. Wheeler and John Erickson eventually prevailed.

The 1929 legislative session. The only bright spot for William Jr. was that Republicans
captured heavy legislative majorities. The Montana Free Press blamed his defeats on “the mass
efforts of the Anaconda company.” (246). It also pledged to “continue and thrive” as an independent
paper. (246). William Jr. rehired Dobell as its editor to lead coverage of the 1929 legislative session.
That coverage demanded that Anaconda pay additional taxes to solve Montana’s continuing
financial crisis. It attacked Anaconda’s fight against an adequate workers’ compensation system and
strong workplace safety laws. It also featured a daily list of company-controlled papers.

William Jr.’s papers stop publication. In March 1929, William Jr. also started publication
of a new daily paper, Billings Free Press. However, because of competition with the Billings
Gazette, it struggled to get started. On May 18, 1929, William Jr. suddenly stopped publishing all
three of his papers. He no longer could afford to sustain their substantial monthly operating losses,
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with no hope they would ever become profitable. He sold them to Anaconda as the only entity that
could afford to buy them just to shut them down. He received just enough from the sales to cover
his losses. (250).

Anaconda Consolidates Control.

Swibold states that “the 1920s were crucial to the evolution of the copper press.” Earlier
combative, colorful editors “were gradually replaced by milder, quieter men.” Company editors
increasing saw their function as being “cogs in a smooth-running public-relations machine.” (252). 
Anaconda then solidified its hold over the Butte and Missoula dailies. It absorbed Helena’s Montana
Record Herald and increased its financial stake in the Helena Independent so as to control the
Helena papers. It also gained control of the Billings Gazette, Livingston’s daily Enterprise, and
weeklies in Superior and Libby.

In 1930, Anaconda quietly created the Fairmont Investment Company, a Delaware holding
company, to oversee its Montana newspaper investments. By late 1931, Fairmont listed controlling
interests in the daily papers of Billings, Butte, Helena,  Livingston and Missoula, as well as weeklies
in Libby and Superior. (261).

 An independent thesis prepared in 1930 by Columbia University graduate student Florence
Sanden concluded that Anaconda owned every major Montana daily except the Great Falls Tribune.
She also found that in doing so the company was “clearly willing to protect its profits and
prerogatives.” Supporting evidence included duplicate editorials promoting the same men and
measures, and concentrated actions for or against numerous state propositions. (258).

The Copper Curtain.

After William Jr.’s last challenge, Swibold states that the copper papers “stood again like
forts against threats to the company’s power and profits. Disdainful of debate and smug in their
paternal support, they dominated strategic ground so no one else could have it. For as long as the
company owned its newspapers, no one would ever again launch a daily to challenge them.” (251).

By the 1930s, there were no more crusades or hammering editorials. Instead, copper editors
offered “a more distant, distracted tune.” (261). The papers promoted the reasonableness of
Anaconda’s policies, and downplayed its mistakes, setbacks and critics. There was a “virtual
blackout” on news of workers killed in mining accidents. Editors steered news coverage toward
“safe” subjects when they could. For example, there was very little coverage concerning the
Montana Power’s bid to build a major hydroelectric dam on the Flathead River at Polson because
of Anaconda’s ties with Montana Power. Local controversies were avoided. The papers also avoided
mixing in state political disputes. (263).

Swibold states that the Anaconda papers’ editorial policy came from E.G. Leipheimer, the
Montana Standard’s editor, who served as liaison between Anaconda officials and top editors at the
company’s other dailies. Editors in doubt about how to play a particular story usually followed the
Standard’s lead. (264). They were expected to publish nothing harmful to the company’s image, to
publish favorable news prominently, and to confine editorials to noncontroversial items. Occas-
ionally, the Montana Standard would call to advise how it was playing a story. Company journalists
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maintained they were free “to publish the best newspapers possible.” (265). However, Historian K.
Ross Toole has stated, “The Company simply dropped a great, gray blanket over Montana.” (265).

During World War II, war news dominated the copper press’s editorial columns and news
pages. Political debate centered largely on administration of federal wartime programs.
Occasionally, papers supported different political candidates. However, there’s no evidence those
endorsements carried much weight.

The papers also continued to provide Anaconda a public relations service, by promoting
increased production at its mines and smelters as a patriotic duty, and praising the company’s
awards for increased production, quality or on-the-job safety. However, they ignored or buried
situations where Anaconda or its executives were charged with violating the law. (281-82).

Swibold states Anaconda’s papers “carefully managed” the company’s image in covering
statewide issues, hiding or underplaying corporate campaigns to kill legislation to raise taxes on
utilities and lower them for banks. They also provided limited coverage concerning Montana
Power’s unsuccessful bid to deny irrigators access to Missouri River flows, and federal action
requiring Montana Power to reduce the inflated value of its assets and therefore its rates. (282). 

The Captive Press–Mounting Criticism.

A 1935 legislative investigation confirmed that Anaconda owned Butte’s Montana Standard
and Butte Daily Post. Otherwise the company hid its corporate interests in “vague corporate entities
and individual proxies, a practice perfected in the copper wars.” (285). The company shifted its
papers’ ownership from the Fairmont Investment Corporation to the News Publishing Company in
1935, then moved it back to Fairmont in 1947. Not until then did the papers’ ownership statements
disclose that Fairmont was an Anaconda subsidiary. (286).

The company finally raised its ownership curtain in 1951, when Fairmont sought FCC
approval to purchase a controlling interest in Great Falls radio station KFBB. Fairmont’s application
confirmed it was a wholly owned Anaconda subsidiary. Fairmont also owned 100 percent of the
companies publishing the Montana Standard, the Butte Daily Post, the Missoulian, and the Missoula
Sentinel. It also owned nearly 73 percent of the Helena Independent Record, two-thirds of the
Billings Gazette, all but 5 percent of the Livingston Enterprise, and a third of Libby’s weekly
Western News. There also were numerous personal interconnections among these entities and others.

Montana’s daily press ignored the media concentration issue. However, increasing criticism
from other interested parties was sent to the FCC. The FCC initially deferred critics’ requests for
a public hearing. However, it eventually denied Fairmont’s motion that the sale be approved without
a hearing. (295).

Fairmont had provided a first-ever statement of the editorial conditions placed on its papers,
confirming that they were subject to several general policy considerations. (294). As it conducted
further research, the FCC became increasingly concerned with the extent of Anaconda’s interests
in Montana and its papers’ operations. It had discovered Anaconda had been sued for violating
antitrust laws. Anaconda also was convicted and fined in 1946 for a wartime conspiracy to ship
defective wire to U.S. and British militaries. (296).
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With all this information now available to present at a public hearing, Fairmont withdrew
its KFBB application. It did not seek to acquire any other stations. As the result, Anaconda was stuck
with its papers, with their “leaking bottom lines” and “their credibility groaning under decades of
political baggage.” (296).

In 1952, Denver Post reporter Thor Severson published six articles detailing Anaconda’s
influence over Montana’s state government and the role played in that effort by its “captive press.”
Fairmont’s director T.B. Weir there stated Anaconda was in the business of publishing newspapers
simply because it was a “good investment.” (297). Severson recounted episodes revealing
Anaconda’s subtle control of the news. He concluded that the copper press continued to serve the
company’s needs at its readers’ expense by omitting or underplaying unfavorable news. In the end,
Montana remained the last outpost of a captive industrialist press. It was questionable whether
Anaconda could truly improve its image so long as it owned Montana’s leading papers. (299).

In 1955, Cornelius F. “Con” Kelley retired as Anaconda’s chairman at age 80. He died in
1957. Kelley had a strong Montana historical background with Anaconda. However, its next
generation of executives had little such contact. To them, its newspapers could only have been an
embarrassment as criticism of the copper press mounted.

For example, a 1956 article by John Schiltz, “Montana’s Captive Press,” published in 
Montana Opinion, argued that, although the company had the right to do everything legal, it had no
right to own, edit and publish bad newspapers. They had become “dull, colorless, devoted to the
status quo.” (302). That ownership also effectively precluded daily newspaper competition across
more than two-thirds of the state.

With respect to Anaconda’s “investment” rationale for holding the papers, Schiltz found the
Anaconda papers’ 1954 return on investment was only .014 percent, less than half that of govern-
ment bonds. He concluded that the money Anaconda spent on its papers could be better spent on a
public- and press-relations department devoted solely to defending the company’s interests. (303).
A 1957 Economist article also found Montana to be “the outstanding example of a ‘company state.’”
That article concluded Montana’s newspaper readers were “worse informed about their own affairs
than the inhabitants of almost any other state.” (304).

Emancipation–Anaconda Sheds Its Newspapers.

After Kelley’s death, the new generation of Anaconda’s leaders finally concluded that
newspapering was bad business.  They decided Anaconda was in the metals producing business, not
the newspaper business. In September 1958, Anaconda therefore offered Alex Warden, publisher
ot the Great Falls Tribune, the opportunity to buy all of its papers, with generous financing terms.
Warden declined, because he didn’t believe it would be good for the state for all of the principal
newspapers to be in one package. (313).

In early 1959, Lee Enterprises, Inc., a small midwestern media chain, heard that Anaconda’s
Montana papers were for sale. It approached the situation cautiously. Negotiations occurred over
the next 4 ½ months as the parties studied each other. Lee’s challenge was to make Anaconda’s dull
papers bright, credible and profitable. Anaconda saw in Lee a group of conservative businessmen,
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with a record of investing in their papers and their communities. The chain was debt free, privately
held, and eager for expansion. (317).

Lee bid about $5.7 million for the papers. Other, larger media groups also submitted bids.
However, Lee’s knowledge of Montana gave it a distinct edge. Anaconda never asked for a
guarantee of favorable press coverage. But Lee offered assurances that it would publish good papers,
that it would treat Anaconda as it treated other Montana industries, that it would not sell any of the
papers immediately, and that it would rebuild the papers from within to minimize disruption. (321).

The papers’ sale to Lee closed in May 1959. Lee then promised their readers to produce the
“best possible home town newspapers” and that it would do all it could to promote community
prosperity. (322). It also assured readers that the papers would be staffed largely with the “devoted”
editors and reporters on staff. Local publishers and editors could make their own editorial decisions
based on their communities’ local needs without having a list of approved topics or a shared
editorial policy. (323). The result was “like freeing men from slavery.” (329).

According to Swibold, the change in ownership made the papers seem “livelier,” based on
editors’ willingness to experiment with new typography and modern layout trends. The papers made
immediate gains financially, as circulation and advertising grew. They were soon profitable. (329).
Lee merged the afternoon Butte Daily Post into the morning Montana Standard, leaving Butte with
only one daily paper for the first time in 80 years. Missoula’s afternoon Sentinel and the Billings
Gazette’s afternoon edition also were closed.

Although a few retired or were encouraged to do so, most of the papers’ employees stayed
on. Their editorial tone remained conservative. However, more editorials were devoted to state and
local issues. The most significant change was that former Anaconda journalists were free to cover
the news. There were more stories reflecting political controversies or criticism of public officials,
and a cautious increase  in investigative reporting. (333). The Montana Standard also was even-
handed in covering a six-month strike occurring immediately after its sale in 1959, gaining respect
from both company officials and the union’s chief negotiator. (335).

Conclusion.

Sibold concludes that the consequences of Anaconda’s journalism for the company were
mixed. Although the copper press gave Anaconda a voice in early political battles, it functioned
mostly as a means of news suppression, provoking suspicion and an anti-corporate response. Its
silences during the last 30 years “stifled public debate across a broad array of political and economic
issues.” (341). Anaconda’s sale of its papers reflected Montana’s dwindling importance in the
company’s grand scheme. However, Chile’s nationalization of Anaconda’s mines beginning in 1969
sent the company into a “fatal tailspin.” By 1977, the company was all but dead. (342).

Lee’s Montana papers have continued their professional transformation. A Lee State Bureau
was created in 1960 to provide a broader view of state government. Swibold states the papers have
enjoyed industry respect for quality, despite their remoteness and relatively small circulation. They
also retain an “intensely local flavor.” (343). However, despite increased competition from other
media, continued concentration of the papers’ ownership still causes some concerns.
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My “bottom line” is that Montana’s newspaper history needs to be considered in relation to
its more general political and economic history. After the early “copper kings,” Anaconda became
the driving force in consolidating Montana’s mining and related industries. It also used Montana’s
papers to achieve and maintain influence and control over the state as a whole to accomplish its
business and political objectives, and to defeat or prevent any dissent. The consequences of its
actions should be of concern to anyone believing in the value of a free, independent press.  
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